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MATLAB/SIMULINK is used for modeling Photo Voltaic
(PV) as performed in [5-11]. Characteristics evaluation and
parameter extracted by experimental analysis has been done
for solar array model [12]. Both Genetic Algorithm and
Particle
swarm optimization is
used
to
extract
parameter in single diode PV model [13]. Based on the
survey, still researchers are doing in the field of
hybridization with existing algorithms for the extraction of
PV model parameters. So far, the proposed Hybrid GA-PSO
has not been presented by any author before. However,
based on accuracy, consistence and computation time the
above approaches lack and fail to propose an accurate single
diode PV model. This paper presents a novel hybrid GAPSO algorithm, combining the strengths of GA with those
of PSO. This paper is organized as follows; Section 2
briefly describes the mathematical analysis of single diode
model for PV simulation. Comprehensive analysis of the
PV module using its current-voltage and power-voltage
characteristics is presented in section 3. Detailed Procedure
of Hybrid GA-PSO is presented with a flowchart in section
4. Section 5 presents the simulation results of the
application of Hybrid GA-PSO. Finally comparison with
standard GA is tabulated in section 5.2.

ABSTRACT
This paper proposes an improved model approach to single
diode PV model by Hybrid Genetic Algorithm Particle
Swarm Optimization (Hybrid GA-PSO) technique. The
main objective is to extract accurate parameters of PV
model for the simulator developers which could help them
to develop an enhanced PV model in Matlab/Simulink
environment. Specifications provided by the manufacturer’s
data sheet of PV module have been used for the
computation of model parameters. Hybrid approach of GA
and PSO is purposely chosen to utilize their effectiveness in
these kinds of applications. This method is used to optimize
the parameters Ipv, a, Rse and Rsh with their best optimal
values. For the confirmation of accuracy and computational
time of the proposed method, poly-crystalline PV module
(KL070) has been selected and the best optimal value of
each parameter has been obtained using Hybrid GA-PSO.
Finally, the extracted values have been used in the single
diode PV model and tested for various irradiations and
temperatures. The proposed methodology results in marked
improvement and can be a tool for simulator developers
who require absolute and accurate model.

2. SINGLE DIODE PV MODEL
The single diode model that becomes the basis of evaluation
is depicted in figure 1. The output current of the model is
well known and can be described as:
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1. INTRODUCTION
Renewable energy sources particularly photovoltaic are
proven to be both clean and economical due to the new
advanced technology and efficient cells. Solar energy is
obviously environmentally advantageous relative to any
other energy source and hence it is becoming popular. This
increasing demand urges the simulator developers to model
PV cells, so that it cloud help the Design Engineers to
simulate and verify their solar based power systems.
Modeling of PV cell involves identification of equivalent
circuit parameters. Based on the type of PV model circuit,
the circuit parameters may vary. To extract the exact
parameters of the PV model there are various methods and
like analytical method, optimization method, and iterative
method. Among these methods, optimization methods are
very effective to extract the parameters of PV model. Nowa-days researchers use single diode PV model for simulation
purposes. Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) are both population based algorithms
that have proven to be successful in solving a variety of
complex problems.
However, both methods have strengths and weaknesses. To
extract parameters of single diode model GA is performed
[1-3]. Two diode models are performed to extract parameter
by
Newton
Raphson
Iteration
method
[4].
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Fig.1 Equivalent circuit for single diode PV model
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where,
Ipv = Current generated by the incident of light
Io= Reverse saturation current of diode
VT= Thermal voltage=
Ns=Number of cells connected in series
q = Electron charge (1.60217646x10-19 C)
k = Boltzmann constant (1.3806503x10-23 J/K)
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T = temperature of the p-n junction in Kelvin
a = diode ideality factor
Accurate PV model of this single diode type can be
achieved only if the circuit parameters namely, photocurrent Ipv, diode ideality factor a, series resistance Rse and
shunt resistance Rsh are correctly chosen. Note that equation
(1) is a transcendental equation which cannot be solved by
direct analysis.

3. COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF
SINGLE DIODE PV MODEL

PSO named Hybrid GA-PSO is presented. This algorithm
consists of four major operators: enhancement, selection,
crossover, and mutation. The flowchart of the Hybrid GAPSO is shown in figure 2.
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In this section, methodology of single diode PV model and
Hybrid GA-PSO objective function are described as
follows;

3.1 Methodology
The single diode PV model parameters have been obtained
as follows. Given a set of I–V data of a particular cell, the
curve fitting process using GA and Hybrid GA-PSO is
applied to update the values of model parameters in
equation (1). To apply the optimization method, the
equation (1) has to be re-written as:
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(2)
Where  = [IPV, a, Rse, Rsh] are the parameters set to be
extracted. At the end of iteration, the values in  have been
updated and then checked whether it has converged to the
correct value. This procedure continues up to the intended
maximum number of iterations.

3.2 Fitness function for the extraction of
PV model parameters
To objectively evaluate the performance of this method, an
objective function Y is introduced. In this work, the
objective function can be given by:

(3)

where Im and Vm are the data pair of I–V characteristic
curve, respectively; hence, the extraction procedure is based
on the minimization of Y in conjunction to . A smaller
value of Y implies the least deviation between I and V data
and this is computed by Hybrid GA-PSO algorithm. Ideally,
a zero value of Y is desired.

4. HYBRID GA-PSO
Although GA has been successfully applied to various
problems, using GA for large-scale optimization could be
very expensive due to its requirement of a large number of
function evaluations for convergence. This would result in a
prohibitive cost for computation of function evaluations
even with the best computational facilities available today.
Considering the efficiency of the PSO and the
compensatory property of GA and PSO, combining the
searching abilities of both methods in one algorithm seems
to be a logical approach. In this paper, the hybrid of GA and
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Fig. 2. Flow chart for Hybrid GA-PSO Algorithm

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS
In this paper, the simulation of PV model parameters using
the proposed Hybrid GA-PSO method is done using
MATLAB R2010b with Intel Core i3 CPU @ 2.53 GHz
processor, 3 GB RAM under windows 7 environment. The
KL070 PV module is used for simulation study. The
Parameters settings in Hybrid GA-PSO method are as
follows;
For GA: Generation-100, Population size-100,
Selection-Roulette and Crossover- Arithmetic. For PSO:
Cognito constant (C1)-0.5,
Socio Constant (C2)-1.5
and Inertia constant (w)-0.03. The results obtained using the
proposed Hybrid GA-PSO method is compared with GA
algorithm in a judicial way.
An optimization search algorithm for improving the
accuracy of the extracted values of PV model parameters
using Hybrid GA-PSO algorithm has been implemented
successfully. The results show that the use of hybrid genetic
algorithm and particle swarm optimization for solar cell
parameter extraction significantly decreases the error in the
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extracted values and hence improves the accuracy of the
determined parameters.
80

Based on the proposed Hybrid GA-PSO approach presented
in section 4, the convergence of the optimization is first
investigated. The results generated from the proposed
method are then validated with the manufacturer
experimental data.
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5.1. Hybrid GA-PSO Convergence
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The KL070 PV module is used to study the Hybrid GAPSO convergence whose specifications are given in TABLE
1. The result is obtained by executing the proposed method
at the particular temperature for 25 times. It’s quite clear
that Hybrid GA-PSO performs the best in optimizing the
objective function, for it is more possible to search the
optima than other algorithms. Compared with GA, Hybrid
GA-PSO could find better objective function value, which
shows the effectiveness of chaotic local search. According
to the result shown in TABLE 2, Hybrid GA-PSO tends to
find the global optimum faster than other algorithms and
hence has a higher convergence rate.
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Fig 3: P-V Curve for different insolation

Table 1. Specification of PV model given by
manufacturer
Parameters
Pmax
Voc
Vmpp
Isc
Impp
Ns
Kv(-.36%/k)
Ki(.06%/k)

Polycrystalline KL070
70Wp
21.5V
17.1V
4.59A
4.10A
36
-0.0774
2.754e-3

Algorithm
Fitness Value
Best
Average
Worst

GA
KL070
1.049x10-6
8.649x10-4
5.42x10-5.

Hybrid GA-PSO
KL070
2.42x10-8
1.17x10-4
2.97x10-5

5
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Experimental data
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Table 2. Fitness values for GA and Hybrid GA-PSO
Algorithm
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3
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5.2. Validating the Model
To validate the model, the proposed Hybrid GA-PSO
method is used to identify Ipv, a, Rse and Rsh for KL070 PV
module. The extracted parameters obtained using the
method proposed here for the above module is given in
TABLE 3. In the same table, the extracted parameters by
GA method is also presented for comparison. Satisfactory
agreement is obtained for most of the extracted parameters.
Table 3. Comparison of optimized values using GA and
Hybrid GA-PSO
Algorithm
GA
Hybrid GA-PSO
Parameters
KL070
KL070
Ipv
4.6
4.6
Rse
.10
.28
Rsh
108.62
97.88
a
1.2429
1.2921
Computation time
123.2
81.5
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Fig 4: I-V Curve for different insolation

To illustrate and verify the nonlinear P-V and I-V output
characteristics of PV module, the PV model is simulated for
different solar insolation and temperature conditions.
Figures 3 and 4 shows the simulated P-V and I-V curves for
different solar insolation conditions respectively. Similarly,
figures 5 and 6 the same curves for different temperature
conditions respectively.
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Fig 5: P-V Curve for different temperature
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Fig 6: I-V Curve for different temperature

6. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a powerful method of extracting solar
cell parameters which directly affects the conversion
efficiency, the power conversion and characteristics curve
of the solar cell. Number of parameters to be extracted is
limited to four parameters Ipv, a, Rse, and Rsh. Hybrid GAPSO method has been successfully applied to the module
KL070 under different temperatures and solar insolations.
The results obtained are in good agreement with those
published previously. This method is very simple to use. It
allows real time characterization of different types of solar
cells and modules under different environmental conditions.
The entire procedure is very simple, practical and
inexpensive.
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